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Abstract: Achieving sustainable coexistence with wildfires in the Anthropocene requires skilful
integrated fire observations, fire behaviour predictions, forecasts of fire risk, and projections of
change to fire climates. The diverse and multiscale approaches used by the atmospheric sciences,
to understand geographic patterns, temporal trends and likely trajectories of weather and climate,
provide a role model for how multiscale assessments of fire danger can be formulated and delivered
to fire managers, emergency responders and at-risk communities. Adaptation to escalating risk of
fire disasters requires specialised national agencies, like weather services, that provide to provide
a diverse range of products to enable detection and near and longer-range prediction of landscape
fire activity.
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Wildland fires share many characteristics with atmospheric phenomena because both
involve atomic through to global scale processes constrained by the laws of physics. Over
the last several centuries, atmospheric scientists have carved out clear spatial and tem-
poral domains for the study of diverse meteorological and climate phenomena, such as
atmospheric chemistry, microclimatology, meteorology and weather forecasting, and global
climate change projections [1]. Because of the scale and complexity of the processes in-
volved, meteorology and climatology necessarily involve simplification, generalisation and
probabilistic analysis [2]. There are striking parallels between the atmospheric sciences
with the much younger and smaller discipline of wildfire science; however, the latter
is less specialised and lacks a clear demarcation of subdisciplines and their associated
spatiotemporal domains, methodologies and mode of analysis.

Broadly, there is a continuum from very detailed fire observations and predictions
(e.g., wildfire fire detection and monitoring, fire behaviour modelling, fire weather fore-
casting) to a more general assessment of likely fire activity at regional and global scales [3].
Local near-term assessments of fire danger are essential for emergency responses, while
regional and longer-term assessments provide a lead time for communities to adapt to
changing fire risks (Figure 1).

The detection of fire has been a foundational objective of fire management, driving
the creation of networks of staffed fire towers at the beginning of the 20th century and
the development of aerial reconnaissance in the middle of the 20th century [4]. Since
the beginning of the 21st century, these human-based remote sensing systems have been
increasingly supplemented with more sophisticated and accurate technologies, such as
ground-based, unoccupied aerial vehicles (UAV) and space-borne multispectral remote
sensing systems [5]. Additionally, machine learning and artificial intelligence are being
incorporated into the detection networks to automate the identification of fires beginning
rapidly and at high spatial resolution [5]. To some degree, these rapidly advancing tech-
nologies have delivered ‘the dreams of fire control officers’ that inspired the developed
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human-based fire detection systems [4]. A key caveat is that near-perfect detection systems
do not equate with equally near-perfect fire suppression.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of the spaciotemporal domains of detecting, monitoring and foreseeing 
wildland fire. There is a spectrum from place-based detection, monitoring and prediction of 
wildland fires, which is essential for firefighting, to a more geographically broad-scale assessment 
of likely future fuel hazards and fire-climate change that assists community and national planning 
and adaptation to landscape fires. Expert integration, interpretation and public communication of 
these different streams are essential for effective emergency responses and fire management. 
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development of aerial reconnaissance in the middle of the 20th century [4]. Since the be-
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human-based fire detection systems [4]. A key caveat is that near-perfect detection sys-
tems do not equate with equally near-perfect fire suppression. 

It is well understood that wildfire suppression efforts track fire growth rates and fire 
sizes [6] (Figure 2). Once a fire reaches a critical size threshold, it is no longer possible to 
extinguish the fire [7], and as the fire grows, the objective of firefighting changes from 
containment and asset protection to mounting protracted firefighting campaigns to con-
trol the spread of the wildfire across landscapes. The reality of the inability to quickly 
extinguish all fire in landscapes and thus avoid large and often destructive wildfires raises 
profound unresolved questions about effective fuel management and appropriate fire-
fighting strategies [8]. 

Figure 1. Conceptual model of the spaciotemporal domains of detecting, monitoring and foreseeing
wildland fire. There is a spectrum from place-based detection, monitoring and prediction of wildland
fires, which is essential for firefighting, to a more geographically broad-scale assessment of likely
future fuel hazards and fire-climate change that assists community and national planning and
adaptation to landscape fires. Expert integration, interpretation and public communication of these
different streams are essential for effective emergency responses and fire management.

It is well understood that wildfire suppression efforts track fire growth rates and
fire sizes [6] (Figure 2). Once a fire reaches a critical size threshold, it is no longer possi-
ble to extinguish the fire [7], and as the fire grows, the objective of firefighting changes
from containment and asset protection to mounting protracted firefighting campaigns to
control the spread of the wildfire across landscapes. The reality of the inability to quickly
extinguish all fire in landscapes and thus avoid large and often destructive wildfires raises
profound unresolved questions about effective fuel management and appropriate firefighting
strategies [8].
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Figure 2. Conceptual relationship with cumulative fire suppression effort/cost with fire growth. 
Once a fire achieves a critical size, firefighting objectives shift from extinguishment to containment 
and asset protection and can develop into extremely expensive and long-running firefighting cam-
paigns. 
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ing, including restricting setting fires outdoors [10]. Measurements of fuel biomass and 
moisture are critical for assessing fire-season landscape fire hazards, and increasingly, this 
measure can be derived from satellite data [11,12]. Anticipating likely fire activity in re-
sponse to climate change relies upon the Earth System models framed around various 
likely climate and human development scenarios [13]. While artificial intelligence systems 
have a role in integrating empirical observations from monitoring networks and the asso-
ciated outputs from computer models, any such AI outputs must receive careful oversight 
and interpretation by experts [14] (Figure 1). 

At the beginning of this Perspective, I drew attention to the parallels of landscape fire 
to the atmospheric sciences. Meteorologists and climatologists have long realised the need 
for multiscale observations and analyses to underpin weather monitoring, forecasting and 
climate change modelling and the effective integration of these different perspectives—
tasks that have become more important because of the escalating climate crisis [15]. Un-
dertaking systematic and continuous meteorology and climatology observations and 
modelling, and disseminating and communicating these findings to the public, led to the 
creation of weather service organisations. Consequently, modern weather services rou-
tinely provide real-time observation, such as rain radars, formulate local weather fore-
casts, track major storms, and alert the public to the development of dangerous weather 
events using a variety of media. 

Likewise, in order to effectively control wildland fires and adapt to their escalating 
risk, a careful integration of multiscale observations and analyses is demanded [3]. I sug-
gest that, like government weather services, there is a need for a government agency, 
which could be called the ‘Bureau of Pyrogeography’, to provide the public with a diverse 
range of products to detect and predict landscape fires. For example, such an organisation 
could provide communities and managers with an enhanced situational awareness of 
wildfires by using web-based tools to deliver real-time lightning data, fire-start detections 
and forecasts of dangerous fire weather. To help communities prepare and adapt to the 
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The data and approaches required to prepare for fire management and firefight-
ing missions beyond fire detection and the initial attack mission are shaped by different
spatiotemporal domains (Figure 2). Fire behaviour models that combine meteorological
conditions, vegetation, fuel loads and terrain are able to predict the likely intensity, rate
of spread and geographic patterns of individual wildfires in the near term, thereby as-
sisting firefighters in warning communities, devising suppression plans and allocating
resources [9]. Weather forecasts, based upon predictive models of ground-based and re-
mote sensing meteorological observations, are pivotal in flagging upcoming fire weather.
Such weather forecasts are essential for assessing fire danger, thereby assisting strategic
decision-making, including restricting setting fires outdoors [10]. Measurements of fuel
biomass and moisture are critical for assessing fire-season landscape fire hazards, and
increasingly, this measure can be derived from satellite data [11,12]. Anticipating likely fire
activity in response to climate change relies upon the Earth System models framed around
various likely climate and human development scenarios [13]. While artificial intelligence
systems have a role in integrating empirical observations from monitoring networks and
the associated outputs from computer models, any such AI outputs must receive careful
oversight and interpretation by experts [14] (Figure 1).

At the beginning of this Perspective, I drew attention to the parallels of landscape fire
to the atmospheric sciences. Meteorologists and climatologists have long realised the need
for multiscale observations and analyses to underpin weather monitoring, forecasting and
climate change modelling and the effective integration of these different perspectives—tasks
that have become more important because of the escalating climate crisis [15]. Undertaking
systematic and continuous meteorology and climatology observations and modelling,
and disseminating and communicating these findings to the public, led to the creation of
weather service organisations. Consequently, modern weather services routinely provide
real-time observation, such as rain radars, formulate local weather forecasts, track major
storms, and alert the public to the development of dangerous weather events using a variety
of media.

Likewise, in order to effectively control wildland fires and adapt to their escalating risk,
a careful integration of multiscale observations and analyses is demanded [3]. I suggest
that, like government weather services, there is a need for a government agency, which
could be called the ‘Bureau of Pyrogeography’, to provide the public with a diverse range
of products to detect and predict landscape fires. For example, such an organisation could
provide communities and managers with an enhanced situational awareness of wildfires by
using web-based tools to deliver real-time lightning data, fire-start detections and forecasts
of dangerous fire weather. To help communities prepare and adapt to the threat of wildland
fire disasters, such an organisation could provide seasonal outlooks of fuel hazards and
longer-term trends in fire danger driven by climate change. It is true that many of these
analyses and outputs already exist in various forms, but they are neither systematically
related nor based on consistent and repeatable methods.

In Australia, for example, the states and territories have their own methods of monitor-
ing and predicting landscape fires and are not easily integrated on a national scale, creating
data harmonisation issues on state boundaries [16]. The need for national standardisation
is increasingly recognised amongst Australian fire managers, leading to the development of
a national fire danger rating system [17]. Although fire spread predictions are not routinely
shared publicly in Australia, research has shown that the public can use fire prediction
maps to make informed decisions during wildfire emergencies [18]. The Australian Bureau
of Meteorology (BoM) forecasts are used by state and territory fire agencies to regulate the
setting of landscape fires [19], and the Australian and New Zealand National Council for
Fire and Emergency Services (AFAC) provides seasonal bushfire outlooks based on the
expert opinions of state and territory fire agencies and the BoM [20].

In order to maximise the impact of the increasing quantity and quality of fire observa-
tions from ground, aerial and space-borne monitoring requires centralised analysis and
dissemination to achieve economies of scale, seamless public delivery and consistency of
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methodological approaches [3,16]. Investment in nationally coordinated fire observations,
fire behaviour prediction, forecasts of fire risk, and projections of change to fire climates is
essential in achieving sustainable coexistence with Anthropocene wildfires [3,16,21].
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